Key Points {#FPar1}
==========

Use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors during rehabilitation did not improve disability and quality of life in multi-ethnic Asian patients with first-ever stroke based on this prospective observational pilot cohort study.As physiotherapy and occupational therapy were found to enhance post-stroke recovery, increasing the frequency of such therapies (as tolerated) should be considered for all stroke patients.Although ongoing multi-centre trials, namely AFFINITY and EFFECTS, should provide more conclusive evidence on the efficacy of fluoxetine for stroke recovery in Caucasian populations, further research should also be conducted in Asian populations.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Stroke is a leading cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. About half of survivors will experience long-term residual disability \[[@CR3]\], placing an enormous burden on healthcare services and caregivers. Substantial advances have been made in the past few decades in terms of primary and secondary prevention of stroke, mainly via control of cardiovascular risk factors \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. However, little progress has been made to identify novel treatments that may reduce neurological impairments, disability and dependency post-stroke \[[@CR7]\].

Previous studies have demonstrated that pharmacological therapies may have the potential to promote stroke recovery \[[@CR8]--[@CR13]\] by modulating the ability of the brain to reorganize itself through plasticity mechanisms \[[@CR14]--[@CR18]\]. Among the investigated agents, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) have shown promising effects in reducing inflammation \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\], stimulating angiogenesis and neurogenesis \[[@CR21]--[@CR24]\], and secretion of growth factors that augment cortical reorganization \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. In addition, the Fluoxetine for Motor Recovery after Acute Ischemic Stroke (FLAME) trial conducted in France had reported fluoxetine to be effective for motor recovery in Caucasian ischaemic stroke patients after 3 months of treatment \[[@CR27]\]. However, due to the trial's stringent inclusion and exclusion criteria, characteristics of the study participants were unlikely to be reflective of the general stroke population \[[@CR27]\], limiting the usefulness of results in real-world clinical practice. To date, there is still no routine pharmacotherapy recommended to aid stroke rehabilitation \[[@CR28]\].

Limited research has been performed to investigate the utilization of potentially beneficial drugs such as SSRIs in actual clinical practice, outside of trials \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. Results from one multi-centre observational study in Switzerland had reported that 55.4% of stroke patients were prescribed with agents that could enhance recovery, including SSRIs, levodopa, serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors and cholinesterase inhibitors \[[@CR30]\]. Based on a previous systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), SSRIs showed the most evidence for enhancing functional outcomes (e.g., disability) after stroke \[[@CR31]\]. Observational studies performed in real-world settings can also contribute valuable insights on drug effectiveness that supplement findings from RCTs. In this observational study, we aimed to examine the association between SSRI therapy and rehabilitation outcomes, specifically disability and quality of life (QOL), in a rehabilitation setting of multi-ethnic Asian patients with first-ever stroke.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Study Design, Setting, Study Population and Data Sources {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------

This prospective observational pilot cohort study was conducted in two rehabilitation centres located within a 360-bedded community hospital in Singapore. We included patients with first-ever ischaemic and haemorrhagic stroke aged ≥ 21 years admitted for their first inpatient rehabilitation between January and July 2018. Patients who were not Singapore citizens or permanent residents, with unknown stroke cause, transferred from another rehabilitation centre, unable to comprehend English or Mandarin, or who had incomplete follow-up (e.g. transferred back to acute hospitals) were excluded. Written informed consent was obtained from all enrolled patients. To avoid selection bias due to inclusion of patients with milder stroke, consent was taken from the legally acceptable representative or designated proxy for those who were incapable of consenting due to post-stroke cognitive impairment or severe comprehension deficits (as determined by the physician-in-charge).

A standardized form was used for data collection from hospital case notes and electronic medical records. Information extracted included patient demographics, medical history, premorbid condition prior to stroke, smoking status, drugs prescribed during rehabilitation, therapies received (i.e. physiotherapy, occupational therapy or speech therapy), length of stay (LOS) and rehabilitation outcome measures. We recorded whether the patients were on secondary stroke preventive medications (anti-platelets, oral anti-coagulants or statins) and central nervous system (CNS) drugs including anti-depressants, hypnotics, anti-convulsants, anti-psychotics, anti-Parkinson agents and piracetam, as they may influence stroke recovery \[[@CR31]\]. Patients were followed up from admission to discharge from the rehabilitation centres. The study protocol was approved by the National Healthcare Group Domain Specific Review Board (Reference Number: 2016/01206).

Drug Exposure and Rehabilitation Outcome Measures {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------

We compared outcomes between patients who received SSRIs for any indication during rehabilitation (SSRI group) and those who were not prescribed SSRI therapy (non-SSRI group). All patients, irrespective of SSRI exposure, received standard care based on their individual condition.

### Primary Outcome {#Sec5}

The primary outcome of interest was the absolute change in Functional Independence Measure (FIM) motor score during rehabilitation. FIM is a widely used clinician-administered measure of disability, with high reliability, validity and responsiveness \[[@CR32]--[@CR36]\]. The FIM-motor domain has 13 items that quantifies the level of function in self-care, sphincter control, transfers and locomotion \[[@CR37]\]. Each item is rated on a scale of 1--7, with a higher score indicating less disability.

### Secondary Outcomes {#Sec6}

Secondary outcomes of our study were (i) absolute change in Shah-modified Barthel Index (MBI) score, (ii) rehabilitation effectiveness, (iii) rehabilitation efficiency, and (iv) absolute change in overall, physical domain, communication domain and psychosocial domain scores of the Stroke and Aphasia Quality of Life Scale-39 generic (SAQOL-39g) questionnaire.

### Measures of Disability {#Sec7}

The MBI is a validated instrument that measures ten basic aspects of activities in daily living (ADL) \[[@CR38]\]. The maximum score is 100 and higher scores correspond to lower disability.

The FIM-motor or MBI scores were routinely assessed at admission and discharge by a multi-disciplinary team involved in the care of the patients. As the two rehabilitation centres used different disability measures (i.e. one centre used the FIM-motor, while the other centre used the MBI), conversion between the scores were performed using crosswalk tables from a published Korean study \[[@CR39]\]. The equated test items from the FIM-motor and Korean version of the MBI (K-MBI) had demonstrated good psychometric properties in the three distinct constructs of self-care, involuntary movement and mobility \[[@CR39]\]. The K-MBI was previously developed from MBI via translation from English to Korean \[[@CR40]\].

Both rehabilitation effectiveness and efficiency were calculated using FIM-motor and MBI scores, respectively. For rehabilitation effectiveness, it was defined as the percentage of functional improvement achieved during rehabilitation and calculated using the following equation \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Rehabilitation efficiency was defined as the rate of functional recovery during rehabilitation and calculated using the following equation \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As the rehabilitation efficiency value obtained per day was small, it was subsequently multiplied by 30 to obtain a value per 30 days.

### Measure of Quality of Life (QOL) {#Sec8}

Health-related QOL is a multi-dimensional concept that encompasses an individual's subjective evaluation of their physical, mental and social functioning \[[@CR43]\]. The SAQOL-39g is a stroke-specific QOL scale, consisting of 39 items, each scored from 1 to 5 \[[@CR44]\]. The SAQOL-39g overall and individual domain (physical, communication and psychosocial) scores are mean values calculated by adding up scores for the relevant items and dividing by the number of items. Higher scores indicate better QOL. Both the English and Chinese versions of SAQOL-39g used in this study had been previously validated, demonstrating good internal consistency, reliability and validity in Singapore stroke patients with and without aphasia \[[@CR45]\]. Enrolled study participants or their proxies were interviewed at admission and discharge using a standardized printed questionnaire and scoring sheet by the same study investigator. Although self-reported QOL is generally more accurate than proxy report, using SAQOL-39g responses from proxies have been suggested to be a viable alternative to self-report \[[@CR46]\].

Sample Size Calculation {#Sec9}
-----------------------

Sample size estimation was based on the number to detect the minimal clinically important difference (MCID) of 17 on the FIM-motor scale between groups \[[@CR47]\]. Assuming an alpha value of 0.05, power of 0.9 and expected standard deviation (SD) of 16.1 \[[@CR48]\], the estimated minimum target sample size required to evaluate the primary outcome of disability on the FIM-motor scale was 40 patients (20 in the SSRI and non-SSRI groups, respectively).

Statistical Analysis {#Sec10}
--------------------

Categorical variables were presented as *n* (%) and continuous variables as mean ± SD. Patient characteristics, baseline rehabilitation measures, drug utilization and therapies received during rehabilitation were compared between the SSRI and non-SSRI groups using the Chi-square test or Fisher's exact test for categorical variables, and Student's *t* test for continuous variables. Categorization of continuous variables was avoided, except for number of comorbidities in which we considered the median as the cut-off for dichotomization. For the SSRI group, we also tabulated the documented indication, total duration and proportion of days during rehabilitation on SSRIs.

The within-group changes in scores from baseline for FIM-motor, MBI and SAQOL-39g were compared using paired t-test. Changes in scores from baseline for FIM-motor, MBI and SAQOL-39g, as well as rehabilitation effectiveness and rehabilitation efficiency, were compared between the SSRI and non-SSRI groups using Student's *t* test. Simple and multiple linear regression analyses were conducted to assess the association between use of SSRIs and rehabilitation outcomes. Confounders (e.g. age, premorbid condition, comorbidities, physiotherapy and occupational therapy) to be adjusted for in the multiple linear regression models were identified from the univariable analyses based on a cut-off *p* value of 0.05. The respective baseline score was also included for adjustment to improve the precision of estimates in the multiple linear regression models \[[@CR49]\]. Listwise deletion was used to handle missing data in regression analyses.

As an earlier systematic review and meta-analysis (which included the FLAME trial) had showed fluoxetine to be promising in enhancing post-stroke recovery \[[@CR31]\], subgroup analyses were conducted by restricting to patients on fluoxetine in the SSRI group. Other reasons for choosing fluoxetine were that it is a commonly prescribed SSRI, with a good safety profile and is generally well tolerated in patients \[[@CR3]\]. Sensitivity analyses were also conducted to evaluate the association between SSRI use and SAQOL-39g scores by performing separate analyses for patients who completed the questionnaire by self-report and by proxy, respectively.

Regression coefficients and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were reported. A *p* value of \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were conducted using Stata 13.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA).

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Characteristics of Study Population and Use of SSRI Therapy {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Between January and July 2018, 214 patients with first-ever stroke were assessed for study eligibility and 76 were enrolled (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Nineteen patients were subsequently excluded due to inability to complete the SAQOL-39g at admission (*n* = 2), transfer back to acute hospitals (*n* = 16) and unwillingness to continue study participation (*n* = 1). Among the 57 patients who successfully completed the SAQOL-39g at both admission and discharge, 22 (38.6%) were prescribed SSRIs. The non-SSRI and SSRI groups were largely balanced in terms of demographic characteristics, baseline rehabilitation measures and drug utilization during rehabilitation (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). However, the mean age was lower in the SSRI group (59.3 ± 12.9 vs 67.9 ± 13.7 years; *p *= 0.022). On average, the SSRI group received more physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy sessions compared with the non-SSRI group (*p* \< 0.05). Patients in the SSRI group were also more likely to be ADL-independent prior to stroke (100% vs 82.9% of patients; *p* = 0.072), without atrial fibrillation (0.0% vs 17.1% of patients; *p* = 0.072), and with lower mean baseline FIM-motor (37.5 ± 18.7 vs 47.4 ± 21.0; *p* = 0.077) and MBI (36.1 ± 29.0 vs 49.9 ± 31.4; *p* = 0.101) scores. In the SSRI group, the SSRIs were prescribed to aid motor recovery and/or to improve mood (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). SSRI therapy was prescribed for a mean of 31.4 ± 17.4 days and 80.6 ± 27.2% of the rehabilitation LOS (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Of the patients, 77.3% were prescribed fluoxetine, and the rest received either fluvoxamine (18.2%) or escitalopram (4.5%) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Flow diagram of patient inclusion and exclusion. *SSRI* selective serotonin reuptake inhibitorTable 1Patient characteristics, baseline rehabilitation measures, drug utilization and therapies received during rehabilitation, stratified by use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitorsTotal (*n* = 57)Non-SSRI group (*n* = 35)SSRI group (*n* = 22)*p* Value**Patient characteristics**Male gender, *n* (%)35 (61.4)19 (54.3)16 (72.7)0.164Age, mean ± SD64.5 ± 13.967.9 ± 13.759.3 ± 12.90.022\*Ethnic group, *n* (%)1.000 Chinese48 (84.2)29 (82.9)19 (86.4) Non-Chinese9 (15.8)6 (17.1)3 (13.6)Highest attained education, *n* (%)^a^0.506 No formal qualification10 (17.5)8 (22.9)2 (9.1) Primary15 (26.3)8 (22.9)7 (31.8) Secondary21 (36.8)13 (37.1)8 (36.4) Post-secondary10 (17.5)5 (14.3)5 (22.7)Rehabilitation ward class, *n* (%)^b^0.361 Private (Class A and B1)12 (21.1)6 (17.1)6 (27.3) Subsidized (Class B2 and C)45 (78.9)29 (82.9)16 (72.7)Stroke type, *n* (%)0.682 Ischaemic37 (64.9)22 (62.9)15 (68.2) Haemorrhagic^c^20 (35.1)13 (37.1)7 (31.8)Premorbid condition, *n* (%)0.072 ADL-independent51 (89.5)29 (82.9)22 (100.0) ADL-assisted6 (10.5)6 (17.1)0 (0.0)Comorbidities, *n* (%) Transient ischaemic attack1 (1.8)1 (2.9)0 (0.0)1.000 Hypertension41 (71.9)25 (71.4)16 (72.7)0.915 Hyperlipidaemia30 (52.6)20 (57.1)10 (45.5)0.390 Diabetes mellitus21 (36.8)11 (31.4)10 (45.5)0.285 Atrial fibrillation6 (10.5)6 (17.1)0 (0.0)0.072 Ischaemic heart disease10 (17.5)7 (20.0)3 (13.6)0.725 Valvular heart disease1 (1.8)1 (2.9)0 (0.0)1.000 Peripheral vascular disease9 (15.8)7 (20.0)2 (9.1)0.458 History of depression2 (3.5)1 (2.9)1 (4.5)1.000 Post-stroke depression4 (7.0)2 (5.7)2 (9.1)0.635 Dementia2 (3.5)2 (5.7)0 (0.0)0.518Number of comorbidities, *n* (%)0.533 ≤ 236 (63.2)21 (60.0)15 (68.2) \> 221 (36.8)14 (40.0)7 (31.8)Smoking status, *n* (%)^d^0.313 Current or ex-smoker12 (21.1)6 (17.1)6 (27.3) Non-smoker44 (77.2)29 (82.9)15 (68.2)Alcohol dependence, *n* (%)3 (5.3)3 (8.6)0 (0.0)0.276Acute hospital LOS, mean ± SD^e^14.1 ± 10.514.2 ± 11.813.7 ± 8.40.875Rehabilitation LOS, mean ± SD32.1 ± 18.328.7 ± 17.737.6 ± 18.40.073**Baseline rehabilitation measures**FIM-motor score, mean ± SD^f^43.6 ± 20.547.4 ± 21.037.5 ± 18.70.077MBI score, mean ± SD^g^44.6 ± 31.049.9 ± 31.436.1 ± 29.00.101SAQOL-39g overall score, mean ± SD^h^3.0 ± 1.03.2 ± 1.02.8 ± 1.00.136 Physical domain^h^2.8 ± 1.32.9 ± 1.42.5 ± 1.30.225 Communication domain^h^3.6 ± 1.43.8 ± 1.33.4 ± 1.50.275 Psychosocial domain^h^3.0 ± 0.93.1 ± 0.82.8 ± 0.90.092**Drug utilization during rehabilitation,*n*(%)**Anti-thrombotics37 (64.9)22 (62.9)15 (68.2)0.682 Anti-platelets34 (59.6)19 (54.3)15 (68.2)0.298 Oral anti-coagulants3 (5.3)3 (8.6)0 (0.0)0.276Statins45 (78.9)29 (82.9)16 (72.7)0.361Hypnotics^i^5 (8.8)2 (5.7)3 (13.6)0.364Anti-convulsants5 (8.8)3 (8.6)2 (9.1)1.000Anti-psychotics3 (5.3)2 (5.7)1 (4.5)1.000Anti-Parkinson agents2 (3.5)1 (2.9)1 (4.5)1.000Piracetam4 (7.0)1 (2.9)3 (13.6)0.288Other non-SSRI anti-depressants4 (7.0)2 (5.7)2 (9.1)0.635**Therapies received during rehabilitation**PT and OT, *n* (%)57 (100.0)35 (100.0)22 (100.0)--Total number of PT and OT sessions, mean ± SD36.4 ± 21.930.2 ± 20.346.3 ± 21.30.006\*Number of PT and OT sessions per day, mean ± SD^j^1.1 ± 0.31.0 ± 0.31.2 ± 0.1\< 0.001\*Speech therapy, *n* (%)35 (61.4)19 (54.3)16 (72.7)0.164Total number of speech therapy sessions, mean ± SD7.1 ± 8.44.5 ± 5.811.4 ± 10.10.007\*Number of speech therapy sessions per day, mean ± SD^k^0.2 ± 0.20.1 ± 0.20.3 ± 0.20.014\**ADL* activities of daily living, *AMK-THKH* Ang Mo Kio -- Thye Hua Kwan Hospital, *FIM* Functional Independence Measure, *LOS* length of stay, *MBI* Modified Barthel Index, *OT* occupational therapy, *PT* physiotherapy, *SAQOL-39g* Stroke and Aphasia Quality of Life-39 generic questionnaire, *SD* standard deviation, *SSRI* selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, *TTSH* Tan Tock Seng Hospital\**p* \< 0.05^a^Missing data for one patient in non-SSRI group^b^Patients admitted into Class A and Class B1 wards were considered as private patients, while those in Class B2 and Class C wards were considered as subsidized patients^c^Comprised intracerebral and subarachnoid haemorrhage patients^d^Missing data for one patient in SSRI group^e^Prior to admission for rehabilitation^f^MBI scores for 22 AMK-THKH patients were transformed to FIM-motor scores using crosswalk tables from a previous study \[[@CR39]\]^g^FIM-motor scores for 35 TTSH patients were transformed to MBI scores using crosswalk tables from a previous study \[[@CR39]\]^h^The SAQOL-39g overall score is a mean score and is calculated by adding up scores for all the items and dividing by the number of items. Domain scores are calculated in the same way. Overall, domain and item mean scores can vary from 1 to 5^i^Includes benzodiazepines and non-benzodiazepines^j^Calculated using total number of PT and OT sessions divided by the rehabilitation LOS^k^Calculated using total number of speech therapy sessions divided by the rehabilitation LOSTable 2Documented indication, duration and proportion of days on selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors for patients prescribed them during rehabilitationTotal (*n* = 22)Documented indication of SSRIs, *n* (%) Motor recovery15 (68.2)^a^ Low mood or depression7 (31.8)^a^ Unspecified2 (9.1)^a^Duration of SSRI therapy in days Mean ± SD31.4 ± 17.4 Median (IQR)34.0 (20.0--43.0)Proportion of days on SSRI therapy during rehabilitation (%)^b^ Mean ± SD80.6 ± 27.2 Median (IQR)90.8 (77.3--100.0)*FIM* Functional Independence Measure, *IQR* interquartile range, *SD* standard deviation, *SSRI* selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor^a^As SSRIs were used for both motor recovery and low mood/depression in two patients, the percentages do not add up to 100%^b^Not all patients were on SSRI therapy for the entire duration of rehabilitationFig. 2Type of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor used for patients prescribed them during rehabilitation (*n* = 22)

After restricting to patients on fluoxetine in the SSRI group, 52 patients were available for analysis (Supplementary Table A, see electronic supplementary material \[ESM\]). The non-SSRI and fluoxetine groups were largely similar in terms of demographic characteristics, baseline rehabilitation measures and drug utilization during rehabilitation. However, patients in the fluoxetine group may have received more physiotherapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy sessions. In the fluoxetine group, the therapy was prescribed on average for 30.7 ± 17.5 days (Supplementary Table B, see ESM). The mean proportion of days on fluoxetine therapy during rehabilitation was 82.1 ± 25.0%.

Patients who completed the SAQOL-39g via proxy were older, with poorer premorbid condition (i.e. requiring ADL assistance), had longer rehabilitation LOS, with lower baseline rehabilitation measures (including FIM-motor, MBI, SAQOL-39g overall and individual domain scores) and received more speech therapy sessions compared with those who completed the SAQOL-39g by self-report (*p* \< 0.05) (Supplementary Tables C and D, see ESM).

Rehabilitation Outcomes and Their Associations with SSRI Therapy {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------------------------------

In the overall study population (*n* = 57), both the non-SSRI and SSRI groups made significant improvements in FIM-motor, MBI and SAQOL-39g overall scores after rehabilitation (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In the simple linear regression models, use of SSRI therapy was significantly associated with gains in MBI (coefficient 11.35; 95% CI 0.21--22.50), SAQOL-39g overall (coefficient 0.45; 95% CI 0.05--0.85), SAQOL-39g communication domain (coefficient 0.63; 95% CI 0.16--1.09) and SAQOL-39g psychosocial domain (coefficient 0.46; 95% CI 0.02--0.89) scores. However, after adjustment for confounders, use of SSRI therapy was no longer significantly associated with any of the investigated rehabilitation outcomes. However, among the independent variables included for adjustment in multiple linear regression analyses, an increase in the number of physiotherapy and occupational therapy sessions per day was found to be significantly associated with improvements in FIM-motor (coefficient 16.86; 95% CI 2.64--31.07) and MBI (coefficient 22.79; 95% CI 2.35--43.23) scores, as well as their respective rehabilitation effectiveness (Supplementary Table E, see ESM).Table 3Rehabilitation outcomes of study participants and their associations with use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors using simple and multiple linear regressionOutcomeNon-SSRI group (*n* = 35)SSRI group (*n* = 22)Simple linear regressionMultiple linear regression^h^Baseline, mean ± SDDischarge, mean ± SDMean change from baseline (95% CI)^a^Baseline, mean ± SDDischarge, mean ± SDMean change from baseline (95% CI)^a^Regression coefficient (95% CI)Regression coefficient (95% CI)FIM-motor score^b^47.4 ± 21.064.6 ± 21.817.20 (12.94 to 21.46)\*37.5 ± 18.760.9 ± 20.623.36 (16.82 to 29.91)\*6.16 (− 1.12 to 13.45)− 1.44 (− 9.08 to 6.21) Rehabilitation effectiveness (%)^c^NANA45.78 (35.40 to 56.16)NANA46.07 (33.99 to 58.14)0.29 (− 15.59 to 16.16)− 8.79 (− 23.90 to 6.33) Rehabilitation efficiency (per 30 days)^d^NANA22.25 (15.72 to 28.78)NANA22.51 (15.09 to 29.93)0.26 (− 9.65 to 10.17)− 4.93 (− 15.79 to 5.92)MBI score^e^49.9 ± 31.473.5 ± 29.923.56 (17.05 to 30.06)\*36.1 ± 29.071.0 ± 27.434.91 (24.87 to 44.95)\*11.35 (0.21 to 22.50)\*− 0.76 (− 11.84 to 10.31) Rehabilitation effectiveness (%)^c^NANA55.03 (42.75 to 67.32)^f^NANA58.95 (46.36 to 71.54)3.92 (− 14.04 to 21.87)− 8.53 (− 25.47 to 8.42) Rehabilitation efficiency (per 30 days)^d^NANA27.52 (19.67 to 35.37)NANA32.42 (21.79 to 43.04)4.90 (− 7.80 to 17.60)− 4.27 (− 18.63 to 10.09)SAQOL-39g overall score^g^3.2 ± 1.03.6 ± 1.00.37 (0.18 to 0.56)\*2.8 ± 1.03.6 ± 1.00.82 (0.39 to 1.24)\*0.45 (0.05 to 0.85)\*0.15 (− 0.29 to 0.59) Physical domain^g^2.9 ± 1.43.6 ± 1.40.69 (0.42 to 0.97)\*2.5 ± 1.33.6 ± 1.21.07 (0.59 to 1.54)\*0.37 (− 0.12 to 0.87)0.08 (− 0.47 to 0.64) Communication domain^g^3.8 ± 1.34.0 ± 1.30.20 (− 0.02 to 0.43)3.4 ± 1.54.2 ± 1.10.83 (0.35 to 1.31)\*0.63 (0.16 to 1.09)\*0.29 (− 0.17 to 0.75) Psychosocial domain^g^3.1 ± 0.83.3 ± 0.90.14 (− 0.06 to 0.33)2.8 ± 0.93.4 ± 0.90.59 (0.13 to 1.06)\*0.46 (0.02 to 0.89)\*0.14 (− 0.34 to 0.61)*AMK-THKH* Ang Mo Kio-Thye Hua Kwan Hospital, *CI* confidence interval, *FIM* Functional Independence Measure, *LOS* length of stay, *MBI* Modified Barthel Index, *NA* not applicable, *SAQOL-39g* Stroke and Aphasia Quality of Life-39 generic questionnaire, *SD* standard deviation, *SSRI* selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, *TTSH* Tan Tock Seng Hospital\**p* \< 0.05^a^Paired t-test was performed to compare baseline and discharge scores (if applicable)^b^MBI scores for 22 AMK-THKH patients were transformed to FIM-motor scores using crosswalk tables from a previous study \[[@CR39]\]^c^Calculated as a percentage using the change in score from baseline divided by the difference between maximum and baseline score^d^Calculated using the change in score from baseline divided by the rehabilitation LOS, and multiplied by 30^e^FIM-motor scores for 35 TTSH patients were transformed to MBI scores using crosswalk tables from a previous study \[[@CR39]\]^f^One patient was excluded from analysis as there was no difference between maximum (i.e. 100) and baseline score^g^The SAQOL-39g overall score is a mean score and is calculated by adding up scores for all the items and dividing by the number of items. Domain scores are calculated in the same way. Overall, domain and item mean scores can vary from 1 to 5^h^Adjusted for age, number of physiotherapy and occupational therapy sessions per day, number of speech therapy sessions per day and respective baseline score. Adjustment for baseline score is suggested, as estimates are generally more precise than without adjustment \[[@CR49]\]

Similar results were observed in the analyses restricted to patients on fluoxetine in the SSRI group (*n* = 52). After adjustment, the regression models did not show that fluoxetine therapy was significantly associated with the rehabilitation outcomes (Supplementary Table F, see ESM). An increase in the number of physiotherapy and occupational therapy sessions per day was observed to be significantly associated with gains in FIM-motor and MBI scores, as well as their respective rehabilitation effectiveness and efficiency (Supplementary Table G, see ESM).

Among patients who completed the SAQOL-39g by self-report (*n* = 39), use of SSRIs was associated with significant improvements in SAQOL-39g overall, communication domain and psychosocial domain scores in the simple linear regression models (Supplementary Table H, see ESM). However, after adjustment, SSRI therapy did not significantly influence any aspect of the QOL (Supplementary Tables H and I, see ESM). Results from the multiple linear regression models were generally consistent with those for patients who completed the SAQOL-39g by proxy (*n* = 18) (Supplementary Tables J and K, see ESM), suggesting that findings after adjustment for confounders were robust with self-report and proxy report.

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

This prospective, observational, pilot cohort study had evaluated the association between SSRI therapy and outcomes related to disability and QOL in a real-world setting of patients with first-ever stroke undergoing rehabilitation in Singapore. Among the 57 study participants, 38.6% were on SSRIs. SSRI therapy was used predominantly to aid in motor recovery. On average, SSRIs were prescribed for 31.4 ± 17.4 days and 80.6 ± 27.2% of the rehabilitation LOS. Patients prescribed with SSRIs were younger and received more rehabilitation therapies compared with those not on SSRIs. Although SSRI therapy appeared to be beneficial in improving rehabilitation outcomes, differences between the SSRI and non-SSRI groups were no longer significant after adjustment for confounders. Multiple linear regression results were consistent in subgroup analyses conducted among patients on fluoxetine in the SSRI group.

Since the publication of results from the FLAME trial \[[@CR27]\], use of SSRIs in stroke rehabilitation has generated considerable interest. In the FLAME trial, 118 ischaemic stroke patients with motor deficit (Fugl-Meyer motor score, FMMS ≤ 55) were randomized to receive fluoxetine or placebo \[[@CR27]\]. At the end of 90 days, the improvement in motor function from baseline was significantly higher in the fluoxetine group. Although results from the trial are promising, the current evidence for SSRI therapy to augment post-stroke recovery are still not compelling enough for stroke guidelines to recommend its routine use in clinical practice \[[@CR28]\]. In our study, SSRI therapy was prescribed for about a third of study participants undergoing stroke rehabilitation. Among the majority of patients who received SSRIs (68.2%), the documented drug indication was for improvement of motor function. A drug utilization study conducted in Switzerland had reported a similar proportion of stroke patients (26.9%) being prescribed SSRIs \[[@CR30]\]. However, unlike our study, the use of SSRIs was mostly for treatment of depressive symptoms instead. The uncertainty over the benefits of SSRI therapy in promoting stroke recovery could explain the observed difference in intended use of pharmacotherapy.

Our study has provided insights into the characteristics of stroke rehabilitation patients whom physicians may perceive as more likely to benefit from SSRI therapy. In addition to being younger, patients in the SSRI group may have a better premorbid condition (i.e. ADL-independent prior to stroke), with no atrial fibrillation, and with greater disability (lower baseline FIM-motor or MBI score) at admission for rehabilitation. Previous studies have reported that although younger age and better premorbid function are predictive of more favourable post-stroke outcomes, severe disability at admission is associated with worse functional outcome at discharge from rehabilitation \[[@CR50]--[@CR53]\]. Based on results from the FLAME trial, which showed that fluoxetine is beneficial in patients with more severe motor impairment (FMMS ≤ 55) \[[@CR27]\], physicians may have prescribed SSRIs with the intention of maximizing the likelihood of functional recovery during rehabilitation in patients with greater baseline disability. For patients with atrial fibrillation, clinicians avoid prescribing SSRIs due to the possible risk of promoting QT prolongation and ventricular arrhythmia including torsade de pointes, which can be potentially life-threatening \[[@CR54]\].

Previous research have indicated that SSRIs may have the potential to improve motor function, reduce disability (regardless of depression status) and enhance QOL post-stroke \[[@CR31], [@CR55]\]. These favourable effects could be attributed to the facilitation of motor output by the brain serotoninergic system \[[@CR56]\] and modulation of inhibitory neural activity to promote motor learning \[[@CR57]\]. However, findings from our study did not detect a significant association between SSRI therapy and stroke rehabilitation outcomes measured using FIM-motor, MBI and SAQOL-39g scores. Several reasons could be proposed to explain this discrepancy. Firstly, the use of SSRIs may only be useful in certain patient subgroups. For example, in the FLAME trial, patients were excluded if they had haemorrhagic stroke, severe neurological impairment (National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale, NIHSS score \> 20), substantial premorbid disability, severe aphasia or depression \[[@CR27]\]. The average baseline stroke severity of patients included in most other trials that demonstrated a positive effect of SSRIs on disability was moderate based on a systematic review \[[@CR31]\]. It had been suggested that the likelihood of detecting a clinical benefit would be greater if studies included patients with moderate baseline stroke severity and excluded those with very mild or very severe stroke \[[@CR58]\]. In contrast, our study was an observational study in a regular inpatient rehabilitation setting and with minimal patient selection by study investigators. In addition, as the mean acute hospital LOS of the patients in our study was 14 days, many patients were likely not started on SSRIs within the first week of stroke, which may have diminished the effectiveness of the therapy \[[@CR59]\]. Secondly, the use of disability and QOL scales in our study may not be sensitive enough to quantify improvement over the short period of stroke rehabilitation. In our study, patients were admitted for a mean duration of 32 days. In comparison, the FLAME trial followed patients for 90 days \[[@CR27]\]. Although impairment scales related to neurological (e.g. NIHSS) or motor function (e.g. FMMS) may be most responsive to change \[[@CR58]\], these scales were not routinely administered to patients at the two rehabilitation centres in our study. Thirdly, there may be a time lag before the beneficial effects of SSRIs on improving disability or QOL become apparent. Results from an earlier meta-analysis showed that SSRI therapy should be sustained for at least 4 weeks to ameliorate disability after stroke \[[@CR31]\]. Although the average duration of therapy in the SSRI group was 31 days, there were 8 (36.4%) patients who took SSRIs for \< 4 weeks during rehabilitation. This would have made the detection of any treatment effect more difficult. Lastly, even though most published trials have reported that SSRIs are useful to aid recovery after stroke, the possibility of publication bias cannot be totally excluded. Based on findings from a Cochrane systematic review, the funnel plot for trials investigating SSRI therapy for the outcome of disability appeared asymmetric on visual inspection \[[@CR55]\], suggesting that the publication of studies may have been dependent on the nature of their results \[[@CR60]\]. While it is possible that studies that reported positive results for SSRI therapy are more likely to be published, asymmetry in funnel plots could also be due to selective outcome reporting, poor methodological quality leading to spuriously inflated effects in smaller studies, true heterogeneity and even chance \[[@CR60]\]. In addition to the FLAME trial, the results of ongoing multi-centre trials, namely AFFINITY (Assessment oF FluoxetINe In sTroke recoverY) and EFFECTS (Efficacy oF Fluoxetine---a randomisEd Controlled Trial in Stroke), should be able to more robustly inform the efficacy of fluoxetine for stroke recovery \[[@CR3]\].

Based on our multiple linear regression analyses, the frequency of rehabilitation therapies (specifically number of physiotherapy and occupational therapy sessions per day) seem to be an important factor contributing to more favourable outcomes. Physiotherapy and occupational therapy were provided to all patients during rehabilitation in our study. However, the frequency of these therapies may differ depending on the condition, motivation and family support of each patient. Recovery after stroke is a complex process that occurs through a combination of spontaneous and learning-dependent processes \[[@CR61]\]. These therapies provide task-specific and context-specific training in ADLs (e.g. walking, feeding, toileting, bathing) that facilitate motor learning and promote post-stroke independence \[[@CR61]\]. Although there is no clear consensus for the optimal frequency of therapy, increased training is generally accepted to be beneficial for recovery during stroke rehabilitation \[[@CR62]--[@CR64]\].

Results from our study should be viewed in light of some limitations. Firstly, due to the observational nature of our study, our findings may have been affected by unmeasured confounding. Nonetheless, we had taken into consideration many known factors that could affect stroke recovery including premorbid condition, comorbidities, rehabilitation LOS, medication use and therapies received during rehabilitation. Secondly, the number of included patients in our study was small. Even though we performed a sample size calculation and enrolled more than the minimum target number of patients, the study is still inadequately powered for the subgroup analyses. Furthermore, post-hoc sample size estimation using results from our study showed that the minimum sample size required is 206 (103 in each group). Thirdly, as different disability scales (FIM-motor or MBI) were used in the two rehabilitation centres, not all study participants were administered the same instrument. However, we successfully converted between the scores using validated crosstalk tables \[[@CR39]\]. Lastly, while there might be differences between self-reported and proxy-reported QOL \[[@CR46], [@CR65]\], our sensitivity analyses showed that results from separate multiple linear regression analyses obtained via self-report and proxy, respectively, were largely consistent.

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

This prospective observational pilot cohort study had evaluated the association between SSRI therapy and the rehabilitation outcomes of disability and QOL among multi-ethnic patients with first-ever stroke admitted to two rehabilitation centres in Singapore. Among the 57 enrolled patients, 38.6% were prescribed with SSRIs, mainly to aid motor recovery during rehabilitation. After adjustment for confounders, no significant association between SSRI therapy and stroke rehabilitation outcomes was found. However, findings from our study showed that physiotherapy and occupational therapy during rehabilitation enhanced post-stroke recovery, hence increasing the frequency of such therapies (as tolerated) should be considered for all stroke patients. Similar results were observed from our subgroup analyses (restricting to patients on fluoxetine in the SSRI group), which are in line with the FOCUS (Fluoxetine Or Control Under Supervision) pragmatic trial suggesting that fluoxetine does not improve post-stroke disability \[[@CR66]\]. The results of other ongoing multi-centre trials, namely AFFINITY and EFFECTS, to investigate the effects of fluoxetine in patients with recent stroke, should provide more evidence on any benefits of pharmacotherapy for functional recovery and enhancement of health-related QOL after stroke. Nonetheless, as a previously published meta-analysis had demonstrated an improvement in disability among Chinese patients who received SSRI therapy (but not among Caucasian patients) \[[@CR31]\], while these multi-centre trials (FOCUS, AFFINITY and EFFECTS) are conducted in countries with predominantly Caucasian populations (i.e. United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and Sweden), future research should also be performed in Asian populations.
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